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Abstract
Meaningful  analysis  of  next-generation  sequencing  (NGS)  data,  extensively  produced  by

genomics studies, relies largely on the  accuracy and consistency of the genome variants  and

genotypes.  Hence, a systematic comparison of the variant callers could give crucial outputs in

any NGS-based genomics experiment. Although several tools are available for variant calling,

accuracy of these tools and their interpretation in different perspectives are not fully reliable.

Therefore, A systematic comparison of the variant callers could provide important outcomes in

any structural genomics experiment. The assessment of several commonly used tools has also

shown  that   a  single  tool  cannot  meet  all  these  requirements.  Additional  experiments  and

extensive manual  work are required to identify false positive and false negative variants.  To

overcome the situation we devised a smart combination and output filtration by using available

open source pipeline. We proposed a ZAMS pipeline, which is an automatic pipeline for calling

single nucleotide polymorphisms and short indels, using a new artefact and polymorphism score

and  combining  and  filtering  the  output  of  three  open  source  variant  calling  pipeline.  This

pipeline reduces false positive as well as false negative variants through a combination of these

various tools output results.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The advent of Next-generation sequencing techniques has revolutionized the field of genomics

and life  sciences[1].  Next-generation  sequencing  technology  is  producing a  large  amount  of

biological  data  and  it  has  paved  the  way  to  the  personalized  medicine.  As  next-generation

sequencing (NGS) technology is very high speed, large-scale sequencing reads with exquisite

resolution,  accuracy   and  drastically  reduced  costs  available,  so  it  has  appeared  to  be  very

fashionable[2].  Different  types  of  aligners  and  variant  callers  have  been  developed  and

composed  into  different  pipelines  in  order  to  calling  variants  from NGS  data.  Generally  a

orthodox pipeline consists of an aligner and a variant caller: the aligner aligns the sequencing

reads to a reference genome, and variant caller spots variant sites and allocates a genotype to the

subject(s). These techniques helps in many applications such as detection of SNPs [3], genomic

structural  variants  [4][5] in  a  population,  analysis  of  mRNA  expression[6],  personalized

medicine [7] cancer genomics [8] and , DNA methylation studies [9], metagenomics [10],. There

are some applications  (e.g.  metagenomics)  that require de novo sequencing of a sample  [11],

while many others (e.g. variant detection, cancer genomics) require resequencing. All of these

applications, produced a vast amount of data by sequencing runs that poses many computational

challenges [12].

In recent years, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has advanced rapidly , driving to

the generation  of hundreds of millions  of  sequences  (reads)  in a  single run.  The number of

generated  reads  varies  between  1  million  for  long  reads  generated  by  Roche/454  sequencer

(≈400  base  pairs  (bps))  and  2.4  billion  for  short  reads  generated  by  Illumina/Solexa  and

ABI/SOLIDTM sequencers  (≈75  bps).  Though,  the  large  amount  of  generated  data  tells  us

almost nothing about the DNA  [13]. This is because of   the lack of proper analysis tools and

algorithms. So, bioinformaticians started to think about better approaches to productively handle

and analyze this large amount of data.

One of the areas that pulled in many researchers is to work on the alignment (mapping) of the

generated  sequences,  for  example  the  alignment  of  reads  generated  by  NGS machines  to  a



reference genome. An efficient alignment of the large amount of reads with high accuracy is a

crucial part in many applications’ workflow, such as SNPs detection  [3] genome resequencing

[14],  genomic  structural  variants  detection  [4],  DNA  methylation  [15],  RNA-Seq  [6] and

metagenomics[10]

 The performances of different aligners have been studied extensively [16][17][18]. Alignment is

a string matching process, generally Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT)-based aligners are fast

and memory efficient. To facilitate string matching BWT-based aligners use data compression

features by creating an index of the reference genome.

The Burrows-Wheeler  Aligner  (BWA)  [19] shows a  standard   balance  among running time,

accuracy and memory usage [20]. For a standard comparison, BWA was chosen as the common

aligner  for  all  the  variant  callers  and  calling  strategies.  Here  we  used  variant  callers  like

SAMtools [21],GATK[22][23] and ANGSD[24]. Simple summaries of their characteristics were

presented in Table 1. MAQ model is used in SAMtools to estimate sequencing error. GATK

acquires the MapReduce philosophy [25] to parallel programming for simple Bayesian modeling.

 All of these variant callers are most popular and they have been widely used in previous NGS

analyses such as the 1000 Genomes Project [26]. Moreover, they can also be implemented as a

customized pipeline. However, the performances of these callers with different calling strategies

have not been previously compared in a deliberate and systematic way.

1.1 Motivation
We can find out most of the signature of diseases from the genetics variants.  Nowadays the

increasing rate of cancer becomes a big challenge for us. Beside this there is a problem like

diabetics.  These  diseases  cause from  genetic  variation.  At  present,  we  have  emerged  500

different types of cancer, for which thousands are killed. And if this cancer can be detected at the

early stage, then we can cure cancer a lot. Besides, we know that genetic difference between

humans is just 0.1% and 99.9% of the genetic code is equal in all. So our target is to find out this

0.1% variant perfectly  to analyze the different types of disease. By this we can also show up the

animal's characteristics, structures in detail.



1.2 Objectives

Since the 99.9% genetic code remains unchanged, so that our research interest is to find out the

rest of the 0.1% variation accurately. No particular tool can produce any specific output to find

out this 0.1% variation perfectly. Each of the tools has certain advantages and disadvantage. To

overcome the limitations of the tools, we have thought an out an integrated pipelines, which  will

help us to find the true positive variation and simultaneously remove false positive and false

negative. For this regard we have created a hybrid variants caller by integrating gatk, bcftools

and angsd to find variation.

1.3 Thesis Organization

In this thesis starting from variant calling align till  creating a vcf file we have defined each step.

Using multiple tools, we tried to compare, which tools provide better service. In chapter 2, we

have discussed about some of the basic topic of life science and bioinformatics in section 2.1.

Then we talked about alignment tools BWA and Bowtie2 in section 2.2. Those are known as

short read aligner

In section 2.3, the three most popular tools gatk,bcftools and angsd are find are discussed in to

fond the variation.

We discussed  the  source  of  our  data  in  Section  3.1  of  Chapter  3.  In  section  3.2  the  most

important part of our ZAMS Pipeline flowchart has shown. In chapter 4 Result of experiment is

discussed. Where in section 4.1 Data quality, in section 4.2 aligner performance, in section 4.3

vagrants calling output, in section 4.4i intersection between variants and union are shown

In chapter 5 it shows the concluding and future work and chapter 6 are set up with a biography.



Chapter 2 Review of literature

Here we will study about the background of our work. We will put a summary of our relating

work in this chapter

2.1 Background

In this section we will discuss about the life science and the basic terms of bioinformatics.

2.1.1 Cell

The word Cell came from the Latin word cella which means “small room”.Cells were discovered

by Robert Hooke in 1665.The cell theory  was first developed by Matthias Jakob Schleiden and

Theodor Schwann.Cells is the smallest living unit of all living beings. Moreover it can be said

that each and every cells are alive. So that It is known as the “building blocks” of living beings.

A cell  the basic functional unit that can carry out different functions in their  body.There are

trillions of cells in human body which are microscopic. Mainly cells consist of cytoplasm which

contains  with  many  constituents  such  as  proteins,  nucleic,  acids  and  a  cell  membrane  to

surrounding all this constituents. These components are also known as organelles. Each of these

organelles surrounded by a separate membrane. Among these organelles the major is nucleus

which carry out the genetic information those are necessary for cell growth and reproduction.



Fig 1: Cell throughout the body (Source:

https://tamil.samayam.com/latest-news/technology-news/googles-ai-detects-cancer-more-accurate-

than-doctors/articleshow/66241728.cms)

Functions of a cell:

There are many functions that a cell does .The functions of a cell are as below:

 Produce Energy

 The  main  function  of  cells  is  to  take  nutrients  form  food  and  converts  those

nutrients into energy. 

 Provide Structure and Support

 Cells give the main structure of living beings. 



 Facilitate Growth Through Mitosis

Tissues grows by multiplication of cells like one tissue form into two tissues .These

two is form into four by this process a baby living thing is formed into a matured one

after a while. And this takes place through the mitosis  process.

 Allow Passive and Active Transport

A cell  is  surrounded by a membrane which is  plasma membrane which forms a

important part of a cell and acts like a selective barrier. Which allows  nutrients to

enter and waste products to leave. Cell helps the small molecules to get  inside the

cell membrane through the passive transport. And get rid from the large molecules by

the active transport.

 Reproduction

Reproduction system is the vital part to retain the species A cell do this work by  the

processes of mitosis  and meiosis. In mitosis process the cells simply divide into more

to form new cells. This is termed asexual reproduction. Meiosis is the process that

takes  place  in  gametes  or  reproductive  cells  where  there  is  a  mixing  of  genetic

information. Which cause to form a genetically different cell from its parents. Meiosis

is a part of sexual reproduction..

 Create Metabolic Reactions

A cell membrane separates the inside of the cell from the outside. By concentrating

the chemical reactions of life inside a small area within a membrane, cells allow the

reactions of life to proceed much faster than they otherwise would.  It helps to keep

alive the cell .It is the  chemical reaction. This metabolic reaction is two types. One is

catabolic  reaction  (process of energy production)  and another  is  anabolic  reaction

(use energy to make bigger substance from the simple ones).



Classification of a cell

This cell can be classified in two ways. The classification of cell according to its types is given

below

Fig 2: Classification of cells (Source: https://slideplayer.com/slide/8326652/)

Prokaryotic Cell:

Prokaryotic cell was the first cell on the earth. Prokaryotic cell does not contain any nucleus and

cell membrane-bound. This type of cells usually unicellular(except some cyanobacteria).In this

cells lysosomes ,peroxisomes, mitochondria,  micro tubules are absent. Here multiple proteins

fold together and form the prokaryotic cell.

Example of prokaryotic cells is: bacteria cell, cyanobacteria, archaea.



Eukaryotic Cell:

Eukaryotic cells came into being through the process of evolution. This type of cells contain with

a nucleus and cell membrane bound organelles. Eukaryotic cell can be single-celled or multi-

celled. In this cells lysosomes ,peroxisomes,mitochondria,micro tubules are present. Eukaryotic

wraps their DNA around the proteins.

Example of eukaryotic bacteria is: plant cell, animal cell.

.

2.1.2 DNA

DNA is  the  sort  form of  deoxyribonucleic  acid.DNA  holds  is  the  sequence  of  the  genetic

information in a gene.

DNA basically located on cell nucleus. But sometimes a little amount of DNA can be seen in

mitochondria.\The  DNA  those are  located  in  nucleus  is  called  nuclear  DNA and the DNA

which are located in mitochondria are called mitochondrial DNA.DNA remains same in every

cell. The main function of a DNA is to hold the genetic information of a  living being and that is

done by gathering the information as a code which are made up with the combination of four

chemical bases. Such as :1 Adenine(A),2 Guaning(G),3 Cytosine(C),4 Thymine(T).

Thee are 3 million of bases often found in human body and it is seen that about 99 percent of

these bases are same. This bases of DNA often pair up with each other .A with G and C with T.

They make pairs sequentially. These bases also attach with the sugar molecules and phosphate

molecules. Which is called nucleotide. This nucleotide actually forms a spiral which is called a

double helix (twisted double helix).And this helix looks like a ladder. In this ladder the sugar and

phosphate molecules form the vertical sided pieces and the base pairs form the ladder’s rungs.



Fig 3: DNA throughout the body (Source: http://paristech.institutoptique.fr/site.php?

id=506&fileid=13736)

Functions of DNA:

There are many functions that a DNA does .The functions of a DNA are as below:

 Genetic Information:

As it has mentioned above DNA holds the genetic information as well as its also help to

exchange these genetic information from parent to child.

 Transcription:

The main  aim of  DNA is  to  form a  different  molecule  RNA from DNA. Here  the

information of a DNA is written down on a RNA, Which carry those information to the

other parts of the body like a messenger.



 Translations:

In this process ribosomes (the cell organelles) translates the messengers code into the

protein format or the chain amino acids, This amino acid is formed by the combining

three bases of RNA. 

 Replications.

DNA replicates DNA by increasing the number of chromosome and cells.

Encoding Information:

2.1.3 Genome size

There  are  23  pairs  of  chromosomes  in  the  human  body.  If  we  sorted  out  this  23  pairs  of

chromosomes we can get  approximately 3.2 billion  nucleotides  of DNA, which we call  this

number is genome size. Although we do not analyze the full version of 3.2 Gb, but according to

find out the coding, noncoding sequence of the gene we have to sorted out  after  the whole

genome.  And this  sorted genome is  called  whole genome sequence.  To complete  the whole

genome sequence tasks various types of assembly techniques is followed. Among them, two

types of techniques are very popular, one of which is a copy of the genome of a species, and

assembly from it is called reference assembly. And if there is no reference, De novo technique is

followed to sequence the whole genome. Plenty of computational power, skilled analysts are

needed for this assembly processes.



Table 1: Genome size and associate gene list of some species

Organism Type Organism Genome size

(base pair)

# of genes

Virus Porcine circovirus 1,759 (1.8 kb)

Virus HIV 9,749 (9.7kb) 

Plant Genlisea tuberosa 61,000,000 (61Mb)

Plant Populus trichocarpa 480,000,000 (480Mb) 73,013 

Plant Homo sapiens 3,289,000,000 (3.3Gb) 20,000 

Plant Capra hircus (2.9 Gb ) 23,000

2.1.4 DNA sequence

Fig 4: DNA Sequencing (Source: created by bio RENDER)

DNA sequencing is the process of working out the order of the building blocks, or base, in a

strand of DNA. Before we can sequence the DNA, it has to be cut up into smaller pieces that are

inserted into plasmid DNA and then put into bacterial cells. This makes it possible to produce



lots and lots of copies of it as the bacterial cells multiply. The DNA is then isolated from the

bacterial  and  sent  for  sequencing.  The  isolated  DNA  is  transferred  to  a  plate  where  the

sequencing reaction will take place. A mixture of ingredients is added. These include free DNA

bases A,C,G,T DNA polymerase enzyme and DNA primers. Modified DNA bases labeled with

colored,  fluorescent  tags  are  also  added.  These  are  called  terminator  base.  To  start  the

sequencing reaction, everything is heated to 96 degrees Celsius. This separates the DNA into two

single strands. The temperature is then lowered to 50 degrees. This enables the DNA primers to

bind to the plasmid DNA. The temperature is then increased to 60 degrees and the enzyme DNA

polymerase binds to the primer DNA.DNA polymerase starts making a new strand of DNA by

adding  unlabeled  DNA  bases  to  the  target  DNA.  It  continues  to  add  DNA  bases  until  a

terminator base is added. These terminator bases have been chemically altered so that no more

bases can be added to the new strand of DNA. Once a terminator  base in  added,  the DNA

polymerase  enzyme stops  making  DNA and falls  away  from the  strand.  Everything  is  then

heated to 96 degrees Celsius again to separate the new DNA strand from the original strand. This

process of heating and coding is repeated again and again to produce lots of fragments of DNA

of different lengths.

The length of each fragment depends on when a terminator base got added. A capillary tube is

lowered into each well of the plate and an electrical charge is applied. This causes the negatively

charged DNA molecules to move through the capillary tube. Each capillary contains a porous

gel.  The shorter fragments  of DNA move through the gel more easily than the longer DNA

fragments. As a results the fragments become arranged by size, from the shortest to the longest.

As the DNA fragments come to the end of the capillary, a laser makes the terminator bases light

up. The color is  detected by a camera and recorded. Each terminator  base is labeled with a

different color. The sequencing machine record the color of the terminator bases as a series of

color blocks. By converting the colors into letters we get the sequence of our piece of DNA.

2.1.5 Next generation sequence

Next generation sequencing (NGS), massively parallel or deep sequencing are related terms that

describe  a  DNA  sequencing  technology  which  has  revolutionized  genomic  research.  Next-

generation sequencing (NGS), also known as high-throughput sequencing. In genomics, this is a



powerful  tool  which can be used for characterizing  cancer  genomes,  identifying  neutral  and

disease-causing  variants,  and  studying  population-wide  genetic  variation.  Sequencing

instrumentation has evolved at a dramatic pace. In 2005 the 454 sequencing instrument jump-

started  the  so  called  "next-gen"  sequencing  revolution.  Within  just  10  years,  the  454

methodology and the entire platform has been discontinued and supplanted by more efficient

instruments.

2.1.6 Fastq reads

FASTQC is a format for storing biological data including nucleotide sequence along with its

quality  score.  A FASTQ format  has  4  lines.  The  first  line  starts  with  ‘@’ and  is  followed

sequence identifier.  The second line is the nucleotide sequence and the third line is ‘+’. The

fourth line is the quality score of the sequence. An example of FASTQ format is given below:

@SEQ_ID

ATCGTCTGACGTACAGTGAGACGATGACATAGAGTAGATATG

+

ABJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJIHJFDHDFHHDFHDBDDB

2.2 Alignment

Alignment is a process by which DNA or RNA sequence are arranged in order to compare for

finding similarity  and variations.  The positions  at  which the sequence cannot  be aligned are

assigned with gaps. These gaps could indicate insertions or deletions commonly known as indels.

We can also find the conserved region of the DNA or RNA which can be found by observing the

similarity of the sequences. These conserved regions can give us idea about similar structure and

function of the proteins associated with that regions.

Alignment can be done by Burrows Wheeler Aligner. It is used to align a small portion of the

genome with a reference genome. It has three algorithms which are BWA backtrack, BWA-SW

and BWA-MEM. For shorter reads BWA backtrack is used and for longer reads (70 bp or more)

BWA-MEM is used. The file format of aligning sequence is SAM or BAM. SAM files require

more memory space whereas BAM files are a compressed version of the same data.



2.2.1 BWA

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) is a lightweight tool used to map low - divergence sequences

against a large reference genome. BWA is made up of three algorithms: BWA - backtrack, BWA

- SW and  BWA -  MEM.  This  tool  is  based  on  a  backward  search  with  Burrows-Wheeler

Transform (BWT), which allows short sequencing reads to be efficiently aligned with a large

reference sequence such as the human genome, allowing mismatch and gaps. BWA supports

both reads of base space, for example from Illumina sequencing machines, and reads of color

space from AB SOLID machines. Evaluations of simulated and real data suggest that BWA is 0 -

20 more than MAQ while at the same time achieving the same accuracy. Furthermore, BWA

outputs align in the new standard format SAM (Sequence Alignment /  Map). With the open

source  software  package  Samtools,  variant  calling  and  other  downstream  analyzes  can  be

achieved after alignment.

2.2.2 Bowtie2

Bowtie 2 is a high - speed and memory - efficient tool to align sequencing reads with long

reference sequences. It is particularly good to align reads of approximately 50 to 100 or 1,000

characters and especially good to align with relatively long (e.g. mammalian) genomes. Bowtie 2

indexes the genome with an FM index to keep its memory footprint small: The memory footprint

of  the  human genome is  typically  around 3.2 GB. Bowtie  2  supports  alignment  mode with

gapped, local and paired ends.

2.3 Variant calling

Variants are any changes found in the nucleotide sequence. Some of the most common type of

variations are Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP), Indels and Structural Variations.

The description is given in the following:

SNP: SNP is basically any kind of nucleotide substitution. It can be transition (interchange of the

purine (Adenine/Guanine) or pyrimidine (Cytosine/Thymine) nucleic acids); or a transversion



(interchange of a purine and pyrimidine nucleic acid). SNPs are the most common form of

variants present in a nucleotide sequence.

Indels: Indel in the short form of Insertion and Deletion. It means if any nucleotide is added or

deleted in the sequence it falls under this category.

Structural variation: There are 5 types of structural variations. They are : Deletion, Insertion,

Inversion, Duplication and Copy Number Variation.

The variants are found from the sequence by a process called variant calling. The most crucial

step for variant calling is to convert the BAM file to a VCF file (Variant Call Format) through

the

BCF format. By analyzing the VCF files we can find out the variants of the sequence which can

be used to study a trait or a disease in the organism.

2.3.1 GATK

GATK  is  a  Toolkit  for  Genome  Analysis  More  specifically,  it's  a  toolkit  for  variant

discovery.The GATK is the industry standard for identifying SNPs and indels in germline DNA

and RNAseq data, and its scope is currently being extended to include somatic variant calling

tools. In addition to the variant callers themselves, the GATK also includes many utilities to

perform related tasks such as processing and quality control of high-throughput sequencing data.

The GATK tools are primarily designed to process exones and whole genomes generated with

Illumina  sequencing  technology,  but  they  can  be  adapted  to  handle  a  variety  of  other

technologies  and experimental  designs.  And although it  was originally  developed for human

genetics, the GATK has since evolved to handle genome data from any organism, with any level

of ploidy.

The  GATK  Best  Practices  provide  step-by-step  recommendations  for  performing  variant

discovery analysis in high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data. There are several different GATK

Best Practices workflows tailored to particular applications depending on the type of variation of

interest and the technology employed. The Best Practices documentation attempts to describe in



detail  the key principles  of the processing and analysis  steps required to go from raw reads

coming off the sequencing machine, all the way to an appropriately filtered variant call set that

can be used in downstream analyses. Wherever we can, we try to provide guidance regarding

experimental  design,  quality  control  (QC)  and  pipeline  implementation  options,  but  please

understand that those are dependent on many factors including sequencing technology and the

hardware infrastructure that are at your disposal, so you may need to adapt our recommendations

to your specific situation.

Fig 5: GATK  Best practices pipeline (Source:

https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/best-practices/workflow?id=11145)

2.3.2 Samtools

SAMtools is a set of utilities for interacting with and post-processing short DNA sequence read

alignments in the SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map), BAM (Binary Alignment/Map) and CRAM

formats,  written by  Heng Li.  These files  are  generated  as output by  short  read aligners like

BWA. Both  simple  and advanced  tools  are  provided,  supporting  complex  tasks  like  variant

calling  and  alignment  viewing  as  well  as  sorting,  indexing,  data  extraction  and  format

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_sequencing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_sequencing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Format_conversion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sequence_alignment_software#Short-Read_Sequence_Alignment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heng_Li
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CRAM_(file_format)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BAM_(file_format)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAM_(file_format)


conversion.[2] SAM files can be very large (10s of  Gigabytes is common), so compression is

used to save space. SAM files are human-readable text files, and BAM files are simply their

binary  equivalent,  whilst  CRAM  files  are  a  restructured  column-oriented  binary  container

format. BAM files are typically compressed and more efficient for software to work with than

SAM. SAMtools makes it possible to work directly with a compressed BAM file, without having

to uncompress the whole file. Additionally, since the format for a SAM/BAM file is somewhat

complex  -  containing  reads,  references,  alignments,  quality  information,  and  user-specified

annotations - SAMtools reduces the effort needed to use SAM/BAM files by hiding low-level

details.

The Sequence  Alignment/Map (SAM) format  is  a generic  alignment  format  for storing read

alignments  against  reference  sequences,  supporting  short  and  long  reads  (up  to  128  Mbp)

produced by different sequencing platforms. It is flexible in style,compact in size, efficient in

random access  and  is  the  format  in  which  alignments  from the  1000  Genomes  Project  are

released. SAMtools implements various utilities for post-processing alignments in the

SAM format, such as indexing, variant caller and alignment viewer, and thus provides universal

tools for processing read alignments.

. SAM aims to be a format that: 

 Is flexible enough to store all the alignment information generated by various alignment

programs;

 Is  simple  enough  to  be  easily  generated  by  alignment  programs  or  converted  from

existing alignment formats;

 Is compact in file size;

 Allows most of operations on the alignment to work on a stream without loading the

whole alignment into memory;

 Allows the file to be indexed by genomic position to efficiently retrieve all reads aligning

to a locus.

SAM Tools provide various utilities for manipulating alignments in the SAM format, including

sorting, merging, indexing and generating alignments in a per-position format.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigabyte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMtools#cite_note-pmid19505943-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Format_conversion


With  the  advent  of  novel  sequencing  technologies  such as  Illumina/Solexa,  AB/SOLiD and

Roche/454 (Mardis, 2008), a variety of new alignment tools (Langmead et al., 2009; Li et al.,

2008) have been designed to realize efficient read mapping against large reference sequences,

including the human genome. These tools generate alignments in different formats, however,

complicating downstream processing. A common alignment format that supports all sequence

types and aligners creates a well-defined interface between alignment and downstream analyses,

including variant  detection,  genotyping and assembly.  The Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM)

format is designed to achieve this goal. It supports single- and paired-end reads and combining

reads of different types, including color space reads from AB/SOLiD. It is designed to scale to

alignment sets of 1011 or more base pairs, which is typical for the deep resequencing of one

human individual.

Like  many  Unix  commands,  SAMtool  commands  follow  a  stream  model,  where  data  runs

through  each  command  as  if  carried  on  a  conveyor  belt.  This  allows  combining  multiple

commands into a data processing pipeline. Although the final output can be very complex, only a

limited number of simple commands are needed to produce it.  If not specified,  the standard

streams (stdin, stdout, and stderr) are assumed. Data sent to stdout are printed to the screen by

default but are easily redirected to another file using the normal Unix redirectors (> and >>), or

to another command via a pipe.



Samtools commands

Samtools provides the following commands:

 View 

The view command filters SAM or BAM formatted data. Using options and arguments it

understands what data to select (possibly all of it) and passes only that data through. Input

is usually a sam or bam file specified as an argument, but could be sam or bam data piped

from any other command. Possible uses include extracting a subset of data into a new

file,  converting  between  BAM  and  SAM  formats,  and  just  looking  at  the  raw  file

contents. The order of extracted reads is preserved.

 Sort 

    The  sort  command  sorts  a  BAM  file  based  on  its  position  in  the  reference,  as

determined by its  alignment.  The element  + coordinate  in  the  reference  that  the first

matched base in the read aligns to is used as the key to order it by. [TODO: verify]. The

sorted output is dumped to a new file by default, although it can be directed to stdout

(using the -o option). As sorting is memory intensive and BAM files can be large, this

command  supports  a  sectioning  mode  (with  the  -m options)  to  use  at  most  a  given

amount of memory and generate multiple output file. These files can then be merged to

produce  a  complete  sorted  BAM  file  [TODO  -  investigate  the  details  of  this  more

carefully].

 Index

    The index command creates a new index file that allows fast look-up of data in a

(sorted) SAM or BAM. Like an index on a database, the generated *.sam.sai or *.bam.bai

file  allows  programs  that  can  read  it  to  more  efficiently  work  with  the  data  in  the

associated files.



 tview

The tview command starts an interactive ascii-based viewer that can be used to visualize

how reads are aligned to specified small regions of the reference genome. Compared to a

graphics based viewer like IGV,[3] it has few features. Within the view, it is possible to

jumping  to  different  positions  along  reference  elements  (using  'g')  and  display  help

information ('?').

 mpileup

The mpileup command produces a pileup format (or BCF) file giving, for each genomic

coordinate,  the  overlapping read  bases  and indels  at  that  position  in  the  input  BAM

files(s). This can be used for SNP calling for example.

Fig 6: Samtools pipeline (Source: https://www.ebi.ac.uk/sites/ebi.ac.uk/files/content.ebi.ac.uk/materials/

2014/140217_AgriOmics/dan_bolser_snp_calling.pdf)



2.3.3 ANGSD

ANGSD is software for analyzing next generation sequencing data. The software can handle a

number of different  input  types from mapped reads to imputed genotype probabilities.  Most

methods  take  genotype  uncertainty  into  account  instead  of  basing  the  analysis  on  called

genotypes. This is especially useful for low and medium depth data. The software is written in

C++ and has been used on large sample sizes.

Next generation sequencing (NGS) platforms can generate large amounts of sequencing data, but

often  with  high  sequence  error  rates.  For  low  to  medium  depth  data  fast  and  efficient

implementation are needed to handle the data. Arguably, downstream analyses should be per-

formed in a probabilistic context by working with the raw data in form of genotype likelihoods

(GL). ANGSD is a novel and efficient program that allows for multiple error models used within

the GL calculation.  The remain-der  of this  section describes  the typical  work flow used for

analyzing data. The implementation section lists and describes existing (published) methods and

new  methods  that  are  available  in  our  tool.  The  majority  of  methods  in  ANGSD  are  not

implemented  in  other  software  and  in  the  results  section  we  have  therefore  limited  the

comparisons with existing tools to basic analyses of SNP-discovery and genotype calling. The

first step in a bioinformatics pipeline for analyzing NGS data is usually to align the reads to a

reference. Genome using a fast short read aligner State-of-the-art alignment programs will, in

addition to inferring the genomic start position of the reads, provide additional information such

as the mapping quality scores (mapQ),and possibly also indicate which parts of an alignment

may be affected by indels. Information regarding sequencing quality is included in quality scores

(qscores),  typically  provided  by  the  sequencing  technology,  and  often  modified  using

downstream  re-calibration  [6-8].  Based  on  the  aligned  reads,  and  associated  mapping  and

sequencing quality scores, a genotype likelihood (GL) is then calculated. The GL is (up to a

scaling factor) the marginal probability of the sequencing data given a genotype in a particular

individual, in a particular site. Most data analyses then proceed by calling SNPs and genotypes

from the GLs, typically combining information from multiple individuals, often also combining

the GL with prior information, such as the inferred distribution of allele frequencies. For many

applications  based on high-quality  deeply sequenced data,  this  is  a  near-optimal  strategy for

analyzing the data. However, for low or medium coverage data, there is often a distinct statistical



advantage  in  working on the  raw data,  or GLs,  rather  than called  genotypes  in  downstream

analyses [9-14]. Working directly on GLs facilitates the incorporation of statistical uncertainty

regarding genotypes.  The uncertainty  Korneliussen  et  al.  BMC Bioinformatics  2014,  15:356

Page  2  of  13http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/15/356regarding  genotypes  in  low

coverage data arises from several sources, including mapping and sequencing errors, and the

random sampling of (haploid) reads from a diploid genotype. The de facto standard format to

store and distribute NGS data in, is the BAM format which allows for random access within the

sequencing data. When analyzing many individuals simultaneously, due to memory constraints,

it is often convenient to analyze regions or single sites independently instead of reading all the

data into memory. This is achieved by reading parts of each BAM file, aligning and then passing

the aligned sites for analysis. Here an open source multithreaded C/C++ program called ANGSD

with  this  capability.  ANGSD  provides  easy  user  access  to  methods  for  population  genetic

analyses and association mapping utilizing the full information of the data and taking uncertainty

regarding SNP calling and genotype calling into account, by working directly on user provided,

or de novo estimated, GLs. Examples of existing general multi sample NGS analysis programs

are  the  single  threaded  Samtools)  and  the  multithreaded  GATK  (Java).  There  are  many

differences between the three programs, but the key advantage with ANGSD is that it 1) allows

for  multiple  input  data  types  relating  directly  to  raw sequencing  data  (text  mpileup,  binary

genotype likelihood files, VCF files), 2) allows the user to choose between multiple methods for

intermediate analysis such as different ways to calculate GL and 3) includes implementations of

a large set of downstream analyses not implemented in any other software.



Fig 7: ANGSD pipeline (Source: https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12859-

014-0356-4)



Chapter 3 Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

In this section we will discuss about what resources we have used here and we will give an 
overview about our pipeline.

3.1.1 Data

SRA number and download link of Data:

Table 2: SRA number and data accession number

Nam

e

SRA Bio Sample Website

B143 SRR5803155 SAMN07156543 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/?term=SRR5803155

B68 SRR5803154 SAMN07156544 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/?term=SRR5803154

E41 SRR5803154 SAMN07156545 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/?term=SRR5803154



3.2 Method

Fig 8: ZAMS pipeline



At first the default paths of Bwa, samtools, gatk, angsd are checked. If no path is found of a tool,

then the pipeline will terminate. And if all the paths are found correctly, then in the next step it

will be decided which algorithm should be followed for reference indexing based on the size of

the reference genome. If the reference genome is equal to 2GB or less,than “is” algorithm else

“bwtsw”  algorithm  will  be  used(when  the  reference  genome  is  greater  than  2GB).  After

completing Indexing, raw reads have been aligned to reference genome with bwa mem. Here,

threads, header are used as parameters.Total 8 threads have been used here. Since the output of

Align's size (Sam file) is too large,so here compress bam file has been created by adding the

samtools view command to the output of the align. Which saved many secondary memory. Then

the bam file has been sorted by picard sort, as well as an index of sort bam has been created.

Then the duplicate read has been removed by using mark duplicate command. Different Bam,

sorted bam, and remove duplicate files have been created for each of the sample inputs given. If

there is a multiple sample then delete duplicate files will be sorted again then duplicate will be

checked by mark duplicate,.Merging all bam a bam file as been created and the index file has

been created. If a sample input is given then merge is not required, single sample or multiple

sample is given to the detect bam file on the tools of variant calling. Where by processing this

the bam file bcftools, gatk and angsd will extract their variant according to their own technics.

Finally, we have saved the intersect variant of gatk samtools, gatk angsd and of samtools angsd

and samtools gatk angsd to a different file by using python script. And the summaries of all the

results will be showed up in a text file.



Chapter 4 Results of Experiment

The overall results of analysis will be discussed in this chapter. And some the tables of the result will 
show in appendix.

4.1 Data quality

Fig 9: Per sequence quality (Forward)



Fig 10: Per sequence quality (Reverse)

We get quite good Fastqc report of our data that’s why we have not to perform any trimming. Per

base sequence quality of read seem  to be a very good category for each  and every forward and

reverse base.  



Fig 11: Per sequence quality scores (Forward)



Fig 12: Per sequence quality score (Reverse)

Per sequence quality score is a very important parameters to determine the quality of data. We

get very good results of per sequence quality score for all sequence.  Where the read average

quality was above the 35.



Fig 13: Per sequence GC content (Forward)



            Fig 14: Per sequence GC content (Revers)

Actual  distribution should fit  pretty  close to the theoretical  distribution of % GC per 50 bp

sequence.  From  figure  13  &  14  we  can  see  that  actual  distribution  fit  pretty  close  to  the

theoretical distribution of % GC per 50 bp sequence.



4.2 Aligner performance

Since we have used two aligners, with two computation power, memory consumption and based on more 
usage we built our pipeline with BWA.

4.2.1 Indexing Reference

As Aligner we have done two performance analyses of tools. Where Bowtie2 created 3.87 GB of

data in 36 minutes and BWA created 4.77 GB of data in 97 minutes.

Table 3: Computational speed of Bowtie2 and BWA for index referencing

Alignment

tools

Size Time Thread

Bowtie2 3.87 GB 36 Min 12

BWA 4.77 GB 97 Min 12

4.2.2 Align with mitochondria genome

To align raw reads with mitochondrial genome, Bowtie2 generated 90 GB of data at 13 min and

BWA 92 GB data was created in 23 minutes. 12 threads have been used in both areas.

Table 4: Computational speed of Bowtie2 and BWA for mitochondrial genome

Alignment Size Time Thread

Bowtie2 89.98 GB 13 Min 12

BWA 92.05 GB 23 Min 12

4.2.3 Compress SAM format to BAM format

After the align, we get a sam file as an output, which is too large. While working with a lot of

files we have to face problems with secondary memory. So we compress the sam to bam. There



 the size of the sam file was 80G and the bam was 30 GB. For which samtools took 45 minutes

and 46 minutes of bcftools time.

Table 5: Computational speed of Samtools, Picard for compressing 

Alignmen

t

Processing tools Threa

d

Memory Time

Bowtie2 Samtools 12 30.97 Gb 20 Min

BWA Samtools 12 30.98 GB 22 Min

4.2.4 Convert Bam format to Fastq format

After  removing the mitochondria,  our duplicate  reads should be removed, for which without

Mitochondria reads the other reads have to be aligned with the reference genome of black Bengal

goat. For which we have to make the Fastq read again from bam. There are different tools for

converting to Bam to Fastq, in which the middle bcftools has created 30m 164m forward reads

and 164m reverse reads.

Table 6: Computational speed of Samtools, Picard for bam to Fastq conversion

Align algorithm Conversation

tools

Threads Time

Bowtie2 Samtools Default 76 Min

Bowtie2 Picard 48 77 Min

BWA Samtools Default 76 Min

BWA Picard 48 77 Min

4.2.5 After remove mitochondria Total number of read

After removing mitochondria, we used different tools with different combination to analysis raw

read. At this stage, as aligner we use Bowtie2, BWA and for other analysis we used samtools and

Picard. Bowtie2 and samtools produced 85 million forward and reverse read of mitochondria.

BWA and samtools, BWA Picard also produced same amount of data.



Table 7: Number of reads after remove mitochondria

Alignment Algorithm Data Processing tools # Forward read # Reverse read

Bowtie2 Samtools 185647274 185648213

Bowtie2 Picard 185646762 185646762

BWA Samtools 185632152 185632152

BWA Picard 185633177 185633177

4.2.6 Alignment with modify read and reference genome

After removing mitochondria,  a bam file was created by aligning the modified read with the

reference goat Bengal goat. Where bowtie2 produced 121 GB data within 120 min and BWA

produced 117 GB data within 285 min. In both tools 12 threads are used. SAM file was large in

size so why we compressed it as BAM.

Table 8: Computational speed of Bowtie2 and BWA for goat reference genome

Alignment Memory Time Thread

Bowtie2 121.50 GB 320 Min 12

BWA 117.40 GB 285 Min 12

4.2.7 Sort the BAM file

For  easy  access  the  bam  file  is  needed  to  be  sort.  To  make  sort  we  also  used  different

combination of different tools. where Bowtie2 samtools, Bowtie2 picard are produced 30 GB

data within 181 minute and BWA samtools and BWA picard produced 32 GB data within 178

minute. In both case we used 48 GB random access memory.

Table 9: Computational speed of Bowtie2, BWA, Samtools, Picard for sort bam file

Alignment algorithm Sorting tools Thread/G Memory Time



Bowtie2 Samtools 12 30.12 GB 172 Min

Bowtie2 Picard 48 30.96 GB 181 Min

BWA Samtools 12 31.54 GB 162 Min

BWA Picard 48 32 GB 179 Min

4.2.8 Delete Duplicate

After making sort, duplicate reads were removed from the sort bam. Here we also used different

tools  in  different  combination.  Where  Bowtie2  samtools  and  Bowtie2  Picard  produced  140

million reads within 160 minute and BWA samtools, BWA Picard also produced 140 million

reads.



4.2.9 Data Preprocessing

Fig 15: Data preprocessing results

First the quality of raw reads should be check by Fastqc tools. Because of being the quality of

raw reads fine we need not to perform trimming tools.

At the first step we separate the mitochondria sequence of raw read. Because when we want to

extract DNA the mitochondrial DNA enters to the raw reads. To separate the Mitochondria first

we need to align the raw reads with the mitochondrial genome and here also we have to separate

the map reads which are known as mitochondria reads by the samtools flag from the bam file

which has recently produced. Then we need to remove the duplicate reads from the Bam file by

using the Picard Mark Duplicate tools.

In the first sample of Black Bengal Goat we find out 140 M clean read by preprocessing the data.



Where the raw read was approximately 180 M. So from the calculation we can say that   40M

mitochondria was duplicate read. Accordingly from the sample 2 we find out 130 M clean reads

where the number of raw read was 180, So the no of mitochondria and duplicate were 50.

From the graph the blue mark indicates the raw reads, the red mark indicates the Mitochondria

and the green mark indicates the clean read.

4.3 Variant calling

The results of variation of three tools are shown as follow:

4.3.1 GATK

Fig 16: GATK variants results

GATK found similar number of structural variants in all the samples. It observed highest number

of Insertion-deletion (Indel) in sample E41 and lowest one observed in sample B143. Higher

number of SNPs was found in sample E41 & lower numbers were observed in sample B143.

Table 10: GATK variants for all samples



Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 9183419 594474 590951 1185425 10368844

B68 9215804 596932 590074 1187006 10402810

E41 9267765 603203 601888 1205091 10472856

4.3.2 Bcftools

Fig 17: Bcftools variants results

Bcftools identified highest number of structural variants in sample B143. It also highest number

of indels in sample B68. It predicted higher number of SNPs in sample E41.Whereas lowest

number of SNPs observed in sample B68.

Table 11: Bcftools variants for all samples



Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 7855861 458952 466595 925547 8781408

B68 7765998 475659 465488 941147 8707145

E41 7865959 453595 448548 902143 8768102

4.3.3 ANGSD

 

Fig 18: ANGSD variants result (1)                               Fig 18: ANGSD variants result (2)



Fig 18: ANGSD variants results (3)

Three samples were observed for structural variants where highest number of variants found in

B143 and lowest number observed in B68. In case of SNPs B143 observed highest number of

SNP. In case of insertion-deletion (indel) B143 and e41 are looked similar.

Table 12: ANGSD variants for all samples

Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 10796325 965424 796566 1761990 12558315

B68 10645872 758921 633654 1392575 12038447

E41 10721453 765923 941544 1707467 12428920

4.4 Intersect and union variants

We have analyzed all types of overlapping of variations. Bcftools with Gatk, angsd with gatk,

angsd with bcftools, and above all three types of overlap region are discussed as below

4.4.1 Second level overlap

First of all the variation of the among two tools are shown here

4.4.1.1 GATK intersection Bcftools



Fig 19: GATK and Bcftools variants overlap

Figure n shows GATK and Bcftools overlap region for E41. We identified 5.15 Million overlap

between  GATK and  Bcftools.  Where  5.22  Million  reads  not  match  with  Bcftools  and  3.63

Million reads not match with ANGSD.



4.4.1.2 GATK intersection ANGSD

Fig 20: GATK and ANGSD variants overlap

Figure n shows ANGSD and GATK overlap region for B143. We identified 6.83 Million overlap

between ANGSD and GATK. On the other hand 9.27 Million reads not match with each other.  



4.4.1.3 Bcftools intersection ANGSD

Fig 21: ANGSD and Bcftools variants overlap

Figure n shows ANGSD and Bcftools overlap region for B68. We identified 7.8 Million overlap

between  ANGSD  and  Bcftools.  Where  5.74  Million  reads  not  match  with  each  other.

Individually 4.76 Million from ANGSD and 0.98 Million from Bcftools mpileup.



4.4.2 Third level overlap

The overlap areas of three tools are shown below:

 

Fig 22: Multiple Combinations for B143 Fig 23: Multiple Combinations for B68

Fig 24: Multiple variants combination for E41



Figure n shows ANGSD, GATK and Bcftools overlap variants for B143, B68 and E41 .Here  we

identified 7.8 Million overlap variants for sample B143, 4.72 Million overlap variants for sample

B68 and 4.73 Million overlap variants for sample E41.

From sample 143, 6.67 Million variants not match with each other. Individually 2.75 Million

variants  from  ANGSD  3.26  Million  variants  from  GATK  and  0.66  Million  variants  from

Bcftools mpileup not match with each other.   

From sample  B68,  overlap  between ANGSD, GATK and Bcftools  mpileup  is  6.74  Million.

Where  2.2 Million  ANGSD variants,  3.6 Million  GATK variants  and 0.94 Million  Bcftools

variants not match with each other.

From sample  E41,  6.01  Million  ANGSD,  GATK and  Bcftools  mpileup  variants  are  match.

Where 2.17 Million variants from ANGSD, 3.34 Million variants from GATK and 0.51 Million

variants are not match Individually.



Chapter 5 Conclusion & Future Work

In this report we have shown how to analyze the DNA sequence. We break down each step until

we get the formation of a vcf file starting from align, along with this we tried to analyze their

computation time. We know that a snp is very important. In the case of variants calling single

tools cannot fulfill all the requirements, so we integrated different tools. Our main target was to

identify the true positive snps, by integrating the tools we tried to identify the true positive ones.

We have created a pipeline, which is named "ZAMS".By integrating samtools, gatk and that will

give us variants. The result is more reliable than the single tools  as here three of this tools have

been integrated. Our pipeline is reducing the false positive and false negative variants. Although

gatk took the much more time in variants calling but the results of gatk were much better than

others.  Samtools  took about  one-third of gatk's  time is  to detect  variants.  ANGSD detected

fewer variants of samtools than samtools by taking less of samtools  time.

Finally, the ZAMS pipeline line will play an important role in NGS data analysis. Because here

with just one command it will make every tasks automatic such as align, sort, mark duplicate,

variant calling, variants filtering etc.

Here parameters will not be called by default but also allocating them with auto detection by

artificial intelligence. Moreover using a machine learning algorithm, we can detect variants in

another way. Combination results can be found in all or any of the three, so that the result will be

more accurate.
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APPENDICES

Data preprocessing results:

Table 13: Data preprocessing results

Name Total  number  of  paired

read

After  remove

Mitochondria

After  remove

duplicate

B143 185787631 185633176 140218244

B68 199893331 199735288 139523358

E41 - L005 35727840 35708967 35562436

E41 - L007 128439510 128373560 126948526

E41 - L008 81703759 81654929 81555303

Overlap between ANGSD and GATK:

Table 14: Overlap between ANGSD and GATK

Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 6342585 253362 235564 488926 6831511

B68 6354488 223395 215453 438848 6793336

E41 6445484 236655 276599 513254 6958738

Overlap between ANGSD and Bcftools mpileup:

Table 15: Overlap between ANGSD and Bcftools mpileup



Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 7036569 406696 415493 822189 7858758

B68 6941544 403565 416595 820160 7761704

E41 7249993 416569 418755 835324 8085317

Overlap between GATK and Bcftools mpileup:

Table 16: Overlap between GATK and Bcftools mpileup

Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 4765651 185341 196655 381996 5147647

B68 4326955 195774 197485 393259 4720214

E41 4493256 205554 196589 402143 4895399

Overlap between ANGSD, GATK and Bcftools mpileup:

Table 17: Overlap between ANGSD, GATK and Bcftools mpileup

Name # SNPS # Insert # Delete # Indel Total

B143 4585135 150021 136599 286620 4871755

B68 4845648 142655 124844 267499 5113147

E41 4465655 123265 136547 259812 4725467
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